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Welcome to Florida’s Beaches and
Lippert International!
As the founder and heart of Lippert International, I want to express my
welcome to you. At Lippert International, we are excited that you have
chosen South Florida as your new destination to enjoy the beauty and
opportunities this area has to offer. We stand ready to help you!
Whether you are looking to buy, sell, rent, or invest – we offer
conscientious, personalized services that place YOU at the center of the
process. – We offer our full market knowledge, our personalized expertise,
and our full attention to every detail of your real estate transaction.
As a licensed Realtor® in Florida, I dedicate myself to locate the perfect
property for my clients in this exciting yet daunting process. For
international and domestic buyers alike, it takes perseverance and tenacity
to assess your needs holistically, identify the right property, and negotiate
strategically for the best possible terms. Even after an offer has been
accepted, the number of challenges and paperwork is significant.
Buying with Success along Florida’s Gold Coast was created to help
overcome these difficulties. My collected advice and experience in the
profession are compiled in this booklet.* Whether you choose to buy
property by yourself or would consider me as your agent, I sincerely hope
this information will serve you in achieving your dreams.
With honor, love and pure motivation,
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Buying with Success along Florida’s Gold Coast©
A step-by-step guide for the future property owner

Buying with Success along Florida’s Gold Coast is a registered
trademark owned by LI-Services LLC.

Copyright © 2016
LI-Services LLC.
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or
duplicated without consent of LI-Services LLC.

* Please note that the content of this booklet should be viewed as a general overview
and not be construed as legal advice or be viewed as legally binding in any way.
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Miami & South Florida
South Florida is known as the Gold Coast
With an annual average temperature of 76°F/23°C, the southern tip of
Florida consists mostly of tropical jungle and wetlands. Its name, the Gold
Coast, refers to the wealth and ritzy lifestyle said to characterize the
Atlantic coast from West Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale, to Miami. It is
bordered by Everglades National Park, which covers nearly the entire tip of
the peninsula southward. It contains a vast ocean of wet grasslands
punctuated by islands of tropical forest and stretches of open waters.
Visitors to South Florida will enjoy year-round activities like dinner and
dolphin cruises, scuba diving, parasailing, deep-sea fishing, wave running,
jet skiing, or renting a catamaran or speedboat. Miami beaches and
nightlife are not to be missed, in addition to a plethora of shopping
opportunities.
Miami Beach is one of the most popular cities for international tourists to
visit. It’s a vibrant city along the southern Atlantic Coast with a distinctly
Latin American flavor. "Little Havana" and its many Hispanic residents
create an enclave of South American and Caribbean culture within the US,
and you’ll find many wonderful ethnic
restaurants, festivals, and entertainment
that highlight and embrace the Latin
American culture. South Beach is known as
America’s Riviera and is famous for its Art
Deco buildings, celebrity-studded nightclubs
and villas, and endless year-around outdoor
activities.
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Know What You Want
While it is easy to start with “let’s see what is out there,” South Florida is such a big and
diverse real estate market that you will never get around to buying anything with this
approach. Instead, I use a simple check sheet to focus my clients into the market they
are looking for. I’d encourage you to complete this form yourself.

Potential Client Information Sheet
Contact Date: __________________

Referee: _______________________

Full Names: ________________________________________________________
Phone #1:

_____________________

E-Mail:

________________________________________________________

Address:

________________________________________________________

Location:

Phone #2: ________________________

___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Amenities: ___________________________________________
Features:

___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Price:

___________________________________________

Finances:

___________________________________________

South Beach
North Beach
Surfside
Bal Harbor
Sunny Isles
Aventura
Hallandale
Hollywood

Oceanview (Full/Partial)
Min Floor Level:
Washer/Dryer Hookup
Fitness Area
Parking (# of Spots:
)
Beach Access
Pets

Cash Deal
Financing Pre-Approved
Personal Use
Short Term Rentals OK
Long Term Rentals OK
US Citizen

Move-in by: ___________________________________________
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Why a Realtor?
Differences in real estate transactions within different states and countries includes the
handling of brokerage commissions. Here in Florida the broker commission is paid by
the Seller.
The buyer can take full advantage of having an experienced agent representation
free of charge!
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Setting Yourself up for Success
Obtaining a pre-approval letter from your preferred lender prior to your search gives you
a realistic idea of what you can afford. Having realistic expectations will get you started
on the right track.
The smart home buyer with a pre-approved mortgage in hand has a definite advantage
over one who doesn't. That's because typical home sellers tend to look more favorably
on offers backed by a pre-approved mortgage or proof of funds. Pre-approval indicates
to sellers that the potential buyer is serious and has the financial wherewithal to
successfully complete the purchase. For buyers, obtaining a mortgage pre-approval is
swift and will save you time in the long run.
The applicant's proof of income, work and credit history are verified during the preapproval process. Although it might be tempting to inflate or overstate income at this
point, it's never a good idea. Buyers should be prepared to supply the lender with
income tax returns, pay stubs, bank account information and other financial
documentation. To reduce the time needed for obtaining pre-approval, it is advisable to
have the necessary paperwork lined up ahead of time.
The time needed from submission of your pre-approval application to a decision varies
from lender to lender. In some
cases, if the lender uses
automated systems, it could be
the same day or even within an
hour. Please keep in mind that
having a pre-approval in hand
isn't a 100 percent guarantee
of funding on the part of a
lender. Most will conduct a
deeper look into your finances
after you've selected a home to
b u y. D o n ' t m a k e m a j o r
purchases after receiving a
pre-approval.
You can see the format of a
sample approval letter as you
would most likely receive it
from your bank or lending
institution.
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Search Engines & Exclusive Access
In the past decade, an explosion of online real estate listing services has drastically
changed the way buyers look for properties. It's now possible, with a click of a mouse, to
find the sales price of the home next door, search for listings in a given
area, and take virtual tours of homes you're interested in.
Home shoppers can look at homes for sale at Realtor.com, Zillow, Trulia,
or Redfin, among other sources. And yes, there's an app for that! All the
major services have mobile apps, and you can get text alerts and type
notes on your phone as your significant other drives by. Some apps show
you properties you may like based on your searches and those you've already looked
at.
This surge of online information has not eliminated our role as real estate agent
professionals, but has changed from “keeper of the listings” to “negotiator and guide”.
Often times, potential buyers will send me listings they found online - and I will
complement their search with additional critical
information.
The problem with most freely accessible sources
is that they are not being monitored frequently
enough to remove sold listings from the database. Delayed updates
also might not make you aware of list price changes or any other
changes on the property’s status. In fact, some realtors drag their feet in removing
listings because it gives them additional market exposure. The most reliable public
source is probably Realtor.com - and I would suggest you begin your search there.
Beyond that, however, I have established a link that allows you to search the Multiple
Listing Service that professional realtors use in their searches. This link gives you the
exclusive access to the most accurate real estate information
in South Florida.
http://sef.mlsmatrix.com/Matrix/public/IDX.aspx?idx=82c74e4
Please feel free to explore the market and let me know if I can
be of assistance.
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Narrowing Down the Search Results
You defined your budget and have a pretty good idea of what type of property you are
looking for. Most of my clients start the conversation by telling me:
“I am looking for a one bedroom condo for $300,000 or less, close to the beach, to be
used as our vacation home”. A broad search like this creates ~400 matches in Miami
Beach alone. Let’s narrow it down based on your needs, preferences, and goals.
Let’s first focus on the building itself:
You are not only buying a property - it’s usually part of an association. Look into the
“health” of the association and know your lender’s requirements before wasting time
and energy on putting together an offer! Some purchase offers in Miami Beach can
only be made in cash, most often because the condominium association does not
meet your lender’s requirements of financial reserves, insurance coverage, tenant
versus owner occupancy, or safety code guidelines. Be on the lookout for that!
Know the rent restrictions of the city and the association! Will you, your family and
friends use the property exclusively or are you planning to rent it out part of the
year? If so, you need to know the legal limits of what you can do!
Location, Location, Location. Everyone wants to be close to the beach. However,
having a condo overlooking the beach and ocean is different from walking 7 blocks
with sun umbrella, beach chairs and cooler at hand. Be clear on your priorities.
Now, let’s look at the “little details” that can make-or-break your purchase:
Central A/C versus wall or window units
Common laundry facilities versus washer & dryer inside your unit
Pet policy and restrictions
Is it a 55+ building (HOPA verified)?
Move-in ready versus DIY upgrades and renovations
Balcony or patio versus common outdoor areas
Private parking spot versus street parking
Lastly, let’s explore the financial pitfalls:
What are the monthly HOA fees and what services do they cover?
Is the association currently or in the near future collecting a special assessment? If so,
in what amount, for what repairs, and how long are these renovations scheduled for?
What is the overall financial health of the association?
Is the building up to code?
Doing thorough research before and during your active search stage is crucial in
order to reach your investment and/or vacation goals.
Lippert International
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Showings & Red Flags
Now comes the fun part!! But first you will have to arrange the showing schedule! A real
estate agent will assist you in making appointments, working around everybody’s
schedule (including the owner’s or tenant’s if the unit is occupied), keeping track of and
rescheduling cancellations, and granting access to vacant properties.
This part of your buying process not only helps you visualize the properties, it also gives
you an in-depth look at the neighborhood, location, and feel of the property. As you
enter each property, pay close attention to the following red flags:
✦ Are the common areas well maintained or are there signs of neglect?
✦ As you enter the building, what is your first impression? Take note of the smell and
floor covering, is there a lobby and how well is it being taken care of?
✦ As you enter the condo, take note again of the smell! A musky odor will almost
always point towards mold and mildew, a very frequent problem in Florida.
✦ Take a close look in corners and underneath furniture: any signs of pests? Roaches
are a common nuisance and are extremely difficult to get rid of; especially the
smaller Brown-banded cockroach.
✦ Another pest - one of the most destructive ones in South Florida - is
the termite. Termites bore their way through anything wood and can
completely decimate the wooden structure of a home within a few
years. Signs of termite infestation are discarded wings on the floor
around windows and doors.
✦ Can you notice any obvious items of disrepair, missing or non-functioning
appliances or fixtures, cracks in floor tiles, walls, or ceilings? Walk through all the
rooms, open all closet doors, and take a close look at the entire unit.

Unless the property is sold “As-Is”, these items allow you to re-negotiate!
TIP: Have you ever sampled perfumes? After about the third one they all seem to smell
the same, right? Well, the same happens during showings. After about three or four
properties you will have forgotten what pros and cons the first one had and which condo
was the one with the adorable Art deco details in the living room! Take copious notes!!!
When we sit down at the end of our showings, the notes and pictures are a great tool
that help my buyers to narrow down the properties and create a “short list”.
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Making an Offer
You invested a lot of time in finding the perfect property. Carefully think about
your offer strategy.
Knowing the current market value of the type of property you are looking to
purchase is crucial when making an offer that will be taken seriously by the seller.
Low-balling a seller and seeing “what sticks” may seem like a good idea, but
could possibly ruin your chance of ever getting the property you so carefully
selected for yourself. Making an offer that is much under market value will most
likely not be considered by the seller and he might possibly reject any further
dealings with you.
Please keep in mind that the type of sale you are dealing with will stipulate the
kind off choices you have when making an offer:
-

Is the property in foreclosure? Has the short sale already been approved?
Is the property bank owned?
Does the seller request an “AS-IS” contract?

Knowing the status of the sale as well as the seller’s requirements will aid you in
navigating the offer and negotiation stage. A strong offer will include the following
aspects:
•
•

•
•
•

Your pre-approval letter from your lender if you are choosing to finance the
purchase or proof of funds if you are making a cash offer.
An initial “good faith” deposit that is already held in escrow at the time of
submitting the offer to the seller. The deposit can be as little as $500 to
$1,000, depending on the property value.
A second deposit of typically around 20% of the property value, due after the
inspection period.
A short inspection period of less than the usual 10 days.
A closing date that will allow sufficient time for the lender to process your loan
(typically 45 days) but soon enough to show the seller that you are ready to
close the deal.

Lippert International
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Bringing Your Sale to Close
You have come to an agreement with the seller. Now what? Your sale’s contract
includes numerous deadlines which are crucial to keep track of. Failing to do so
holds the risk of breaching your agreement, in which case the seller has the legal
right to void the contract and possibly keep your deposit/s.
Carefully review all terms of your agreement! To help you stay on top of important
due dates, feel free to use the free Closing Chart below.
Note: the seller has several time-sensitive responsibilities as well: one of the
most important ones is furnishing you with the condominium documents.

Lippert International
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The Inspection Period
Unless you are purchasing property through auction, the standard contract for
residential sales entitles the buyer to have the property inspected by a professional
inspector. I strongly suggest that all buyers take advantage of the inspection clause.
Good home inspectors will go through the property with a fine-toothed comb, using
special equipment to detect issues that may be overlooked by an untrained eye.
Every detail of your property will be evaluated. This includes the electrical circuit, code
compliance, structural damage, possible water damage behind the walls, windows and
doors, plumbing, as well as all appliances. A typical home inspection takes about 1-2
hours, depending on the size of the property and whether you are purchasing a
condominium or a single-family house or townhouse. Prices vary depending on the size
of the property and the pricing scale of the individual inspector.
Even with an As-Is contract, the inspection will allow buyers to know exactly what
condition the property is in and how much they will have to invest to remedy the issues
that were discovered.
Typically, the inspection period is a 10 day timeframe which starts after the initial
contract has been accepted by the buyer and the seller. It is crucial to be aware of the
time limit and to set up the inspection as soon as the contract is executed. You will have
to allow enough time to schedule the inspection, receive the report from the inspector,
and possibly re-negotiate the terms of the contract. This all has to take place within the
pre-determined timeframe of your inspection period.
For out-of-town buyers it is advisable to choose a company where online payment and
scheduling is available. It will allow for faster processing and will guarantee that you are
well within your inspection time limit.
The most important aspect to know about the inspection period is that it allows the
buyer to withdraw the contract, whether it be an As-Is or regular sales contract. If the renegotiation for repairs and/or credit at closing towards said repairs is not to the buyer’s
liking, the buyer has the right to cancel the contract altogether. Important here is, that
the cancellation is done before the inspection period is over.
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Association Application Process
If your new property is governed by a Homeowner’s or Condominium
Association, an application process is mandatory. Most lenders and associations
require the new owner to apply and be approved before their scheduled closing
date.
A typical association application will require a background check, credit check,
and proof of income/employment. They will require you to register your vehicles
as well as your pets. This process can take an average of 1-2 weeks and can
sometimes be done online. Most buyers will complete the application process
before the closing so that they can move in right away.
Charges involved may include, but are not limited to an application fee, a movein fee or deposit, an association security deposit which covers any possible
damage to the common areas, a fee for each building access key and a charge
for the parking sticker for your vehicles.
After your approval has been granted you will most likely be asked to make an
appointment with management for your orientation. During orientation topics
such as move-in/move-out policy, guest registration requirements and guest
parking, mail delivery procedure,
emergency
evacuation
guidelines, and any other rules and regulations
that are pertinent
to you will be explained.
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Homeowner’s & Flood Insurance
Deciding which type of homeowner’s insurance policy to purchase can be complicated.
The insurance industry and their policies are complex. When seeking a quote, there are
many factors that determine your home insurance premium. These factors may include
location of the home, proximity to the fire department, previous claims filed, the age of
the building, etc.
There’s no way to know which carrier will have the lowest rates for your particular
circumstances. What you can do is gather homeowner’s insurance quotes from the top
insurers and compare their rates.
Besides bundling, you can have your homeowner’s premium included in your mortgage
payment. This is called an escrow account. Your mortgage lender will pay your property
tax and insurance premiums for you. Make only one combined monthly payment. This
payment includes your mortgage, your monthly insurance premium, and one twelfth of
your annual property taxes.
But even the best homeowner’s
insurance won’t pay for every kind of
hurricane damage. In South Florida
we live in hurricane territory and
Florida law requires homeowner’s
insurances to include windstorm
damage. However, no homeowner’s
insurance policy will cover floods,
including water from a storm surge. If
your property might be exposed to a
flood, you’ll need flood insurance
(www.floodsmart.gov).
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Your Closing Day & Beyond
Congratulations! Everything you have been working for so diligently in the past weeks,
all leads to this day! The day where you can finally call the new property YOUR OWN!!!!
What is a closing, you ask?
Simply put, a closing is the final performance of all of the agreements you made with the
seller and your lender for the purchase and financing of your new home. If you are
buying with your own cash, no lender will be involved. If you are financing, however,
your loan will close at the same time and place as your purchase.
A closing is often called “settlement” because you, as buyer, along with your lender and
the seller, are “settling up” among yourselves and all of the other parties who have
provided services or documents to the transaction. Settlement involves the
simultaneous exchange of documents, and funds required to complete the transaction.
You pay the purchase price to the seller with a combination of your down payment, your
own funds, and the proceeds of your loan. In exchange, the seller gives you a deed and
other transfer documents and clear title to the property.
You receive the proceeds of your loan from your lender — the face amount of the loan
less fees and initial interest. In exchange, you give your lender a written promise to
repay the face amount of the loan, and a lien on the property. The seller pays off the old
loan and pays commissions to the real estate brokerages. Both buyer and seller pay
their respective fees and costs to the various parties who contributed funds, services, or
documents to the closing. Exercise your writing hand, and bring your favorite pen to the
closing, because you will be signing a lot of documents!
Where will the Closing take Place?
Typically, the closing takes place in the office of the title company. The lawyer can
explain the legal effect of the documents and the closing and he/she will complete all
aspects of the closing.
For out-of-town buyers it is possible to have the documents mailed to you. You will then
use a lawyer of your choosing as a witness while you sign all documents.
When the Closing Is Over
When all the above is done, you become the owner of the property. You will be allowed
to take possession immediately or shortly after the closing. All of the requirements,
tasks, and other promises in your contract with the seller will be met, completed, or
delivered, unless you have made post-closing agreements. Common post-closing
agreements involve reimbursements for repairs that could not be made prior to the
closing. - Now, truly, congratulations are in order!!
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